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Abstract. The combined use of nonlinear optical microscopy and broadband reflectance techniques to assess melanin concentration and distribution thickness in vivo over the full range of Fitzpatrick skin types is presented. Twelve patients were measured using multiphoton microscopy (MPM) and spatial frequency domain spectroscopy (SFDS) on both dorsal forearm and volar arm, which are generally sun-exposed and non-sun-exposed areas, respectively. Both MPM and SFDS measured melanin volume fractions between ∼5% (skin type I non-sun-exposed) and 20% (skin type VI sun exposed). MPM measured epidermal (anatomical) thickness values ∼30–65 μm, while SFDS measured melanin distribution thickness based on diffuse optical path length. There was a strong correlation between melanin concentration and melanin distribution (epidermal) thickness measurements obtained using the two techniques. While SFDS does not have the ability to match the spatial resolution of MPM, this study demonstrates that melanin content as quantified using SFDS is linearly correlated with epidermal melanin as measured using MPM ($R^2 = 0.8895$). SFDS melanin distribution thickness is correlated to MPM values ($R^2 = 0.8131$). These techniques can be used individually and/or in combination to advance our understanding and guide therapies for pigmentation-related conditions as well as light-based treatments across a full range of skin types. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.6.066005]
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1 Introduction

Skin, like most biological tissues, is a stratified, well-differentiated structure with compartments of distinct composition and optical properties. Melanin, one of the most abundant chromophores in human skin, appears in different concentration and depth distribution depending on the baseline skin type and response to ultraviolet (UV) radiation exposure. Both parameters must be investigated in order to understand skin biology as well as help to inform and guide diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.

One of the long-standing challenges in skin imaging is to develop quantitative methods for characterizing anatomy and physiology in different skin structures. Methods, such as confocal reflectance imaging, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and multiphoton microscopy (MPM), provide high-resolution (e.g., ∼1–10 μm) structural images of skin with optical sectioning capability and limited penetration depth (e.g., ∼100 μm–1 mm). Unlike these microscopy-based methods, model-based spatial and temporal modulation techniques form quantitative images of tissue absorption and scattering using multiply scattered photons. They take advantage of the fact that tissue is a low-pass filter with frequency-dependent light propagation properties. This enables limited optical sectioning and quantitative measurements of tissue function at low resolution.

Spatial frequency domain imaging and spectroscopy (SFDI, SFDS) employs structured light patterns (e.g., ~0.05–0.5 mm−1) that are projected onto tissue using a spatial light modulator, such as a digital micromirror device (DMD). The spatial frequency-dependent blurring and attenuation of these patterns is determined by tissue optical properties (absorption, μa, and scattering, μs*, coefficients). Quantitative maps of tissue absorption and scattering properties can be generated using these methods by fitting the measured frequency-dependent reflectance to a mathematical model of light propagation. In addition to the "low pass" filter characteristics of tissue in the spatial frequency domain, there is significant optical frequency dependence to light propagation. This well-known characteristic of light propagation provides a convenient strategy for varying optical path length and hence penetration depth over a range of fractions of millimeters to several centimeters spanning the visible to near-infrared (NIR) spectrum.

SFDI is typically performed in conjunction with an imaging detector at discrete optical wavelengths in serial measurements. When a spectrometer is used as the detection device, quantitative tissue absorption and scattering spectra can be generated in parallel from specific regions of interest. This approach, first described as spatially modulated quantitative spectroscopy...
(SMoQS), [herein referred to as spatial frequency domain spectroscopy, (SFDS)], is particularly powerful because it provides broadband absorption and scattering spectra over a wide range of optical penetration depths. This enables additional tissue sectioning control and can potentially provide quantitative measurements of microscopic variations in skin components. Previous validation experiments, both of SMoQS and of other spectroscopic imaging techniques that exploit layered models to interpret the optical properties from skin tissue, have been limited to simulated measurements or artificial tissue simulating constructs. When these depth-dependent spectroscopic models of light transport in tissue are developed, it is important to evaluate the accuracy of these approaches in vivo to ensure that the model and method adequately encompass the physiologically relevant parameter space found in tissue. A significant challenge to this approach is developing noninvasive methods with microscopic-scale resolution that report on identical tissue contrast elements and can independently verify model-based SFDI/SFDS predictions.

In this work, we examine, for the first time, whether the use of two well-established methods for controlling the optical path length in tissue, optical wavelength and spatial frequency modulation, can provide sufficient information content to quantify melanin features in skin. All spatial frequency domain measurements are compared to data obtained from multiphoton microscopy using selective two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) of melanin. Subjects ranged in pigmentation from very light skin to dark skin (Fitzpatrick types I–VI). Using the depth-sectioning capabilities of MPM, we were able to demonstrate, in the context of skin tissue, whether a layered model interpretation of SFDS data is capable of linearly correlating in vivo average concentration and distribution of melanin to within ~15% and tens of microns, respectively. Our goal is to develop inexpensive, noncontact spectroscopic techniques for characterizing important microscopic skin features in human subjects.

2 Methods

2.1 Study Design

All subjects were treated in strict compliance with the declaration of Helsinki and the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations for the protection of human subjects. The experiments were conducted with the full consent of each subject using a protocol approved by the Internal Review Board (IRB) for human experiments in University of California, Irvine. This investigation was carried out specifically under UCI IRB approved protocol 2008-6307 with the objective of measuring in vivo cutaneous melanin concentration and distribution using both MPM and SFDS. Data were collected from 12 healthy subjects (ages 23–75) ranging from very light skin types to very dark skin types. Skin type was determined by a board certified dermatologist using Fitzpatrick skin-type classification. Measurement sites included the dorsal forearm and the upper inner arm. Multiple measurements were taken using each technology at each anatomic site on each subject. Because the dorsal forearm is usually a sun-protected site while the upper inner arm is relatively sun-unexposed site, we have chosen these locations for this in vivo experiment with the expectation that with sun-protected sites we will observe less melanin that will be apparent in sun-protected sites.

2.2 Multiphoton Microscopy

2.2.1 MPTflex clinical tomograph

The laser-scanning-based clinical multiphoton tomograph, MPTflex (JenLab GmbH, Germany) consists of a compact, turn-key femtosecond laser (MaiTai Ti:Sapphire oscillator, sub-100 fs, 80 MHz, tunable 690–1020 nm; Spectra Physics, Mountain View, California), an articulated arm with NIR optics, and a beam scanning module. The system has two photomultiplier tube detectors employed for parallel acquisition of TPEF and second-harmonic generation (SHG) signals. A customized metallic ring taped on the subject’s skin attaches magnetically to the objective holder in the articulated arm, minimizing motion artifacts. The excitation wavelengths used for this study were 790 nm for the acquisition of the cross-sectional ($xz$) images and 880 nm for the acquisition of the $z$-stacks of horizontal ($xz$) images. The $z$-stacks were obtained by moving the objective in the $z$ direction, thus scanning at different depths in the skin. The TPEF signal was detected over the spectral range of 410–650 nm, while the SHG signal was detected over a narrow spectral bandwidth of 385–405 nm through emission filters placed in the TPEF and SHG detection channels, respectively. The $xz$ sections were 512×512 pixel images acquired at ~6 s/frame. The $xz$ sections were 1024×1024 pixel images acquired at ~30 s/frame. We used a Zeiss objective (40x, 1.3 NA, oil immersion) for focusing into the tissue.

We acquired the MPM data using two scanning modalities: (1) $xz$ scanning with $z$-stacks generated using en-face images from the stratum corneum to the epidermal–dermal junction (EDJ). The excitation wavelength selected for this acquisition mode was 880 nm in order to maximize the melanin contrast against TPEF signals from other components of the epidermis (keratin, NADH/FAD). This was selected due to the fact that melanin has a broad absorption spectrum (maximum around 300 nm gradually decreasing toward the NIR) and a broad TPEF emission spectrum that peaks around 620–680 nm. The melanin appears in the MPM images as bright fluorescence spots in the cellular cytoplasm that represents aggregates of melanosomes. We used the data obtained by this scanning modality to measure the melanin distribution as a function of depth and the melanin volume fraction in the epidermis. Optical sections of about 115×115 μm² at different depths ranging from 0 to about 60 μm (5 μm steps) were obtained. As the optical section is limited to a small scan field, to improve the overall characterization of the examined skin, we acquired five stacks of images on each site (volar arm and dorsal forearm) for all subjects. (2) $xz$ scanning which provided cross-sectional, “histology-like” images from the stratum corneum to the superficial dermis. The excitation wavelength selected for this acquisition mode was 790 nm in order to visualize both the epidermal cellular structure and the collagen/elastin fibrillar components of the dermis. We used the data obtained by this scanning modality to measure the epidermal thickness. For each subject, we acquired one cross-sectional image for each site.

2.2.2 MPM data processing

The quantitative parameters provided by the MPM data were: (A) the melanin distribution as a function of depth in the epidermis, (B) the melanin volume fraction in the epidermis, and (C) the epidermal thickness. For measuring the parameters related to melanin content (items A and B), we used the TPEF...
images acquired as z-stacks in five different locations on each site. The TPEF images of the epidermis in each acquired image stack were processed by using the following procedure: (1) If present in the image, areas containing TPEF signal from keratin in skin folds were cropped out and (2) The TPEF images were converted into binary images using the same threshold for all images. The threshold value of TPEF signal was defined as

$$\text{Th}_1 = \text{Mean Fl} + 3 \times \text{StDev},$$

where Mean Fl is the mean intensity of all nonzero pixels in the TPEF image and StDev is the standard deviation of pixel intensity values from the mean. Pixels with intensity values larger than the threshold value were defined as bright pixels and their value set to 1. The rest of the pixels were defined as dark pixels and their value was set to 0. The threshold value was selected as an estimation for separating the pixels corresponding to melanin from the background. Representative TPEF intensity images and corresponding thresholded images are shown in Fig. 1.

(3) We defined the density of the bright pixels by the ratio between the number of bright pixels (numerator) and total number of nonzero pixels (denominator) in the TPEF image thresholded by the value of:

$$\text{Th}_2 = \text{Mean Fl} + 1 \times \text{StDev}.$$

The density of bright pixels was calculated for each image in a z-stack of several consecutive image planes (5 μm step) starting from the top of the epidermis to the basal layer. The density of bright pixels in each TPEF image was calculated by following the procedure described above and represents an estimate of the melanin concentration in the imaged epidermal layer.

(4) In order to calculate the distribution of melanin content as a function of depth in the epidermis, we averaged the values of melanin concentration corresponding to a specific depth in each of the five acquired stacks. (5) For calculating the melanin volume fraction in the epidermis, we averaged the melanin volume fraction calculated for each of the five stacks. For each stack, the melanin volume fraction was calculated as

$$\text{VolFr} = \frac{V_{\text{melanin}}}{V_{\text{imaged}}},$$

where $V_{\text{melanin}}$ is the volume occupied by melanin and $V_{\text{imaged}}$ is the total imaged volume in the stack. The volume occupied by melanin was defined as

$$V_{\text{melanin}} = \sum_i A_i^{\text{melanin}} \times h,$$

where $A_i^{\text{melanin}}$ is the area occupied by the bright pixels in each binary image of the stack obtained by using the Th1 threshold, and $h$ is the axial point-spread function value. The total imaged volume in a stack was defined as

$$V_{\text{imaged}} = \sum_i A_i^{\text{imaged}} \times h,$$

where $A_i^{\text{imaged}}$ is the area occupied by the bright pixels in each binary image of the stack obtained by using the Th2 threshold.

We used the TPEF/SHG cross-sectional images acquired at 790-nm excitation wavelength (Fig. 2) in order to estimate epidermal thickness in order to provide reference points for calculating the melanin volume fraction in the epidermis. The epidermal thickness was measured in 10 different locations starting from the end of the stratum corneum to the start of the EDJ, as shown in Fig. 2. The epidermal thickness reported here, in each case, represents the average of the ten measurements.
2.3 Spatial Frequency Domain Spectroscopy

2.3.1 Instrumentation

The SFDS instrument (also known as spatially modulated quantitative spectroscopy, SMoQS) that was used in this study was developed at the Beckman Laser Institute (Fig. 3). A 100 W Quartz-Tungsten-Halogen light source (Moritex, MHF-D100LR) was coupled to a digital micro-mirror device, DMD, (Texas Instruments, Inc.) in order to project structured light patterns with spatial frequencies from 0 to 0.3 mm\(^{-1}\). The projection field of view for this system is 22 × 17 mm\(^2\). The distal end of a 1-mm core optical fiber (TechSpec, NA 0.39, Thorlabs, Inc.) was imaged at the center of the projection field of view (1:1 magnification) and light collected by this fiber is delivered to a spectrometer (Oriel 77480) enabling measurements over the range 450–1000 nm. Crossed 2-inch diameter wire-grid polarizing filters were used to reject specular reflection from the surface of the sample. The polarizer was inserted between the DMD and projection optics and the analyzer was placed between the fiber and collection optics.

In this study, six evenly spaced spatial frequencies were acquired, ranging from 0 to 0.3 mm\(^{-1}\) for a given anatomic location (dorsal forearm and volar upper arm). At each location, three measurements were acquired to ensure measurement consistency, identify any potential motion artifacts during the measurement acquisition, and help to improve the signal to noise. A three-phase demodulation scheme was employed at each spatial frequency, as has been described in the past, to isolate the spatial frequency–dependent reflectance from the skin region of interest from background contributions including those resulting from ambient (room) light illumination. This resulted in a total of 12–18 spectral measurements for each measurement site. Since tissue pigmentation ranged from types I to VI skin, integration time was automatically adjusted (LabView, National Instruments Inc.) to ensure that the full dynamic range of the 16-bit detector was used for all subjects. Additionally, triplicate data were acquired for each projected pattern to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. With this instrument configuration, acquisition times ranged from 10 to 40 s, depending on the amount of pigmentation in the region of interest.

To obtain depth-specific chromophore concentrations and depth distribution thickness, we used the method described by Saager et al.\textsuperscript{15} For this study, we used the spectral regions of 450–600 nm and 650–950 nm to represent the visible and NIR regions, respectively.

2.3.2 SFDS data processing

As previously described in greater detail,\textsuperscript{8} the three phases at each spatial frequency are demodulated and calibrated against a diffuse tissue-simulating phantom of known optical properties to produce diffuse reflectance spectra as a function of spatial frequency. At each wavelength, the reduction in AC reflectance amplitude as a function of spatial frequency can be modeled and analyzed via homogeneous Monte Carlo-based simulations via discrete Hankel transformation of point-source reflectance predictions.\textsuperscript{8} From this model, the contributions of absorption and scattering can be independently identified at each wavelength, resulting in broadband spectra for absorption and scattering without the use of any spectral contraints or assumed power-law dependence for reduced scattering. As this initial step is based on a homogeneous model, the resulting absorption and scattering spectra should be interpreted as a “measured optical response” from tissue as a function of the total volume interrogated at each wavelength. The contribution of layer-specific absorption and scattering will change as a function of the total penetration depth interrogated, and hence as a function of wavelength. Figure 4(a) shows the example (bulk) absorption and reduced scattering spectra from subjects in this study, representing four different skin type categories. Here, the scattering spectrum for skin type VI no longer follows a simple power-law like dependence. In general, scattering from dermal tissue will be greater than that found in the epidermis, even with a high concentration of melanin.\textsuperscript{22} The combination of a strong absorption coefficient at visible wavelengths and high melanin concentration dramatically limits the depth penetrance at visible wavelengths. Thus, the measured scattering coefficient in the visible wavelength range is primarily related to the scattering properties of epidermis. The penetration depth increases in the NIR resulting in the increased contribution from the relatively higher scattering dermal tissue. For the example presented in Fig. 4(a), we not only measure the wavelength dependence of scattering from epidermal and dermal tissues, but also the depth-dependent transition between the relative contributions of these scattering regimes (as a function of depth penetrance).

From these quantitative spectra, we can not only determine the bulk concentration of melanin, hemoglobin, water, lipids, and carotenoids \textit{in vivo}, but also leverage the differential penetration depths of light between the visible and NIR regimes to isolate chromophore concentrations in depth. While the absorption spectra contain distinct features that can be used to separate and quantify these chromophores relative to the total volume of tissue interrogated by light (up to ∼5 mm through this specific approach), the combination of the wavelength-specific absorption and scattering provides us with an opportunity to estimate the depth penetrance into tissue of that specific wavelength.\textsuperscript{23,24} As the penetrance of visible light into tissue is significantly less than that from the NIR, we can leverage the differential volumes and sensitivities to depth-specific chromophores in these spectral regions to quantify melanin volume fraction, average depth distribution and other chromophores found in tissue.\textsuperscript{15} We have tested this model-based, depth segmented approach in layered tissue simulating phantoms\textsuperscript{25} and \textit{in vivo} benign pigmented lesions, correlating the mean depths of pigmentation \textit{in vivo} to high-frequency ultrasound.\textsuperscript{26}
NIR spectral regions in the aforementioned method. As this method is based on interpreting measured spectroscopic data in terms of a two-layer model, the outputs of this method are the top layer (optical) thickness (as determined by the absorption signature of melanin, relative to the mean photon path length traveled through the tissue) and the chromophore concentrations specific to the respective layers. In the context of this investigation, we are interested in whether this diffuse optics-based SFDS modality can isolate and assess the top layer properties, namely, layer-specific melanin concentration and melanin layer (mean distribution) thickness that is correlative to microscopy determined results. Figure 4(b) shows an example of this two-layer, depth segmented decomposition of skin absorption from in vivo tissue (skin type III, volar upper arm).

3 Results

3.1 Determination of Melanin Concentration In Vivo

3.1.1 Multiphoton microscopy

Melanin distribution as a function of depth in the epidermis was measured in TPEF z-stacks from the top of the epidermis to the EDJ. Generally, we measured a higher percentage of melanin in the basal and supra-basal layers (10–15 μm from the basal layer) compared to the upper epidermal layers (15–40 μm from the basal layer). Type VI dorsal forearm exhibited a more uniform distribution of melanin as a function of epidermal depth compared to other skin types. Distribution of melanin concentration as a function of depth in the epidermis for skin types I and VI is shown in Fig. 5. The position across the epidermis was normalized to the thickness of the epidermis in order to account for variations in epidermal thickness for different skin locations and different individuals. Therefore, fewer points in the plot representing the percentage of melanin content across epidermal layers in Fig. 5 are an indication of a thinner epidermis.

There is a higher percentage of melanin content regardless of depth and a more uniform melanin distribution as a function of depth in type VI dorsal forearm compared to type I skin. These effects are due to differences in melanosome biology; dark (type VI) skin is characterized by intact melanosomes that are not degraded by lysosomal enzymes in the upper epidermal layers (stratum spinosum and granulosum). In contrast, light skin melanosomes are degraded and only persist in the upper layers as "melanin dust." The melanin volume fraction estimated from the MPM data provided a more accurate quantification of melanin than the SFDS data. For the volar arm, an area generally not exposed to the sun, melanin volume fraction increases with skin type and exhibits an overall change of ~2x from types I to VI. However, dorsal forearm melanin volume fraction was not correlated with the skin type. This is due to the fact that the melanin content in the dorsal forearm, which typically has significant sun exposure, is also related to factors such as frequency and duration of sun exposure, the presence of freckles with increased melanin content, and the sun protection routine for each individual. Figure 6(a) shows that the dorsal forearms of skin types I and II are particularly susceptible to this effect.

3.1.2 Spatial frequency domain spectroscopy

Figure 6(b) shows that higher melanin concentration is also detected using SFDS for the dorsal forearm relative to the volar upper arm for each subject. For the presentation of these data, we assumed a 5% error based on our initial validation work of the empirical model used to isolate layer-specific chromophore concentrations. Although the Fitzpatrick skin type scale is not a direct representation of skin pigmentation, but rather a subjective, scaled assessment of skin response to sun exposure, there was a general trend of increasing detected melanin concentration with increasing skin type. A factor of ~2-fold increase was observed comparing volar types I to VI, while ~3-fold higher % melanin values were obtained comparing dorsal types I to VI. These relative ranges of increase are in agreement with other quantification methods of melanin across skin.
types and sun-exposed skin regions. Unlike the melanin volume fraction measured by MPM in the dorsal forearm in skin types I and II, SFDS reported a general increase in melanin content as a function of skin type. The key distinction between these imaging modalities in this particular case is the volume of interrogation. Discussed in more detail in Sec. 4, SFDS interrogates ∼50-fold larger volume than MPM. In this case, it spatially averages heterogeneous pigmentation common in sun-exposed areas of skin for these skin types.

3.2 Melanin Distribution Thickness

3.2.1 Multiphoton microscopy

The epidermal thickness measured for different skin types is shown in Fig. 7(a).

MPM measurements showed no correlation between epidermal thickness and skin type. However, we measured a significant difference in the overall epidermal thickness of volar versus dorsal arm (40 ± μm versus 50 ± μm, respectively, $p = 0.007$).

Fig. 5 Melanin distribution as a function of depth in the epidermis in skin types I and VI. Percentage of melanin content in layers across the epidermis from the basal layer to the top of the epidermis for volar arm (circle) and dorsal forearm (asterisk) corresponding to skin type I (a) and skin type VI (b). Data represent the average of the melanin content in layers of five different stacks acquired for the same site. The error bars represent standard deviation of the five measurements. The position across the epidermis was normalized to the thickness of the epidermis.

Fig. 6 Melanin volume fraction estimated from MPM and SFDS data. (a) Melanin volume fraction as function of skin type, corresponding to volar upper arm (circle) and dorsal forearm (asterisk) as determined by MPM. Data represent the average of the melanin volume fraction calculated for five stacks acquired for the same site (volar or dorsal) in each of the 12 patients. The error bars represent standard deviation of the five measurements. (b) Average melanin concentration determined by SFDS. Red (asterisks) are estimates from the dorsal forearm as a function of assessed skin type, black (circles) are estimates from the volar upper arm. The error bars represent an estimated model error from SFDS layered decomposition.

3.2.2 Spatial frequency domain spectroscopy

Similarly, Fig. 7(b) shows that the melanin distribution thickness was greater for the dorsal forearm that for the volar upper arm. This has been suggested by other literature for two general reasons: (1) epidermal thickness can vary in skin based on anatomical location; namely, the epidermal thickness of the dorsal forearm has been reported to be thicker, on average, than that in the volar upper arm. As with the determination of layer-specific melanin concentration, we also assumed a 5% error for...
distribution thickness based on our initial validation work of the empirical model used to isolate layer-specific chromophore concentrations.\textsuperscript{15}

It is worth noting that for more heavily pigmented skin (IV-VI), there is an observed correlation between pigmentation and estimated melanin distribution thickness that was not evident in the MPM measurements. We discuss this outcome in Sec. 4.

### 3.3 Correlation of Results Between Multiphoton Microscopy and SFDS

Figure 8 shows the correlation between SFDS and MPM for dorsal and volar forearms in estimates of (A) \% melanin and (B) melanin distribution thickness. Data are shown for all patients and measurement sites. The MPM–SFDI correlation is slightly better for determining \% melanin content ($R^2 = 0.8895$) versus melanin distribution thickness ($R^2 = 0.8131$). This is likely due to the fact that MPM provides direct visualization of layer thickness, while SFDS utilizes multiple scattered light and model-based analysis to obtain a similar number. This is likely due to a difference in the mechanisms that each technology employs in order to access sources of optical contrast. MPM provides direct melanin visualization of layer thickness, while SFDS utilizes multiple scattered light and model-based analysis to access melanin contrast. In this case, SFDS reports the optical path length within each layer. Distances reported by

---

**Fig. 7** Epidermal and melanin distribution thickness estimated from MPM and SFDS data, respectively. (a) Epidermal thickness as a function of skin type corresponding to volar arm (circle) and dorsal forearm (asterisk) as determined by MPM. Data represent the average of the epidermal thickness calculated in 10 different locations across the MPM images acquired as xz scans as shown in Fig. 2. The error bars represent standard deviation of the 10 measurements. (b) Melanin distribution thickness as determined by SFDS. Red (asterisk) refers to the dorsal forearm and black (circle) the volar upper arm. Note that the thickness values presented are in terms of optical path length and not actual anatomic thickness. Each data point represents a measurement corresponding to each of the 12 patients, acquired from the volar upper arm and dorsal forearm. The error bars represent an estimated model error from SFDS layered decomposition.

**Fig. 8** Correlation of mean (a) melanin concentration ($N = 24$) and (b) melanin distribution thickness ($N = 18$) between MPM and SFDS. Here the mean, site-specific [i.e., volar upper arm (black-circle) and dorsal forearm (red-asterisk)] results from each subject are plotted between each modality, independent of any skin type assessment. The error bars represent the variance within the measurement volume along the MPM axis and the estimated model error along the SFDS axis.
SFDS will be longer than those reported by MPM since photon paths that are recorded by SFDS will travel a more tortuous path through the epidermis.

4 Discussion

In this work we examine, for the first time, how two optical methods that probe different spatial scales can be used to quantify microscopic melanin features in skin. SFDS measurements are compared to label-free, MPM images of melanin fluorescence. The two modalities were used to measure, in vivo: (1) melanin volume fraction and (2) epidermal and melanin distribution thickness in human skin. In addition, MPM was able to determine melanin distribution as a function of depth in the assessed skin types.

Both MPM and SFDS measured melanin volume fraction values that ranged between ~5% (skin type I non-sun-exposed) and 20% (skin type VI sun exposed). MPM measured epidermal (anatomical) thickness values between ~30 μm and ~65 μm, while SFDS measured melanin distribution (optical) thickness values that ranged between ~90 μm and ~105 μm for both sun-exposed and non-sun-exposed tissue locations. Although there was a strong agreement between melanin concentration and melanin distribution (epidermal) thickness values measured by the two techniques ($R^2 ≈ 0.8895$ and $0.8131$, respectively), the sources of contrast, resolution limits and fields of view differ between these approaches. The implications and potential measurement errors/biases derived from these differences are discussed below in the context of the determination of melanin concentration and melanin distribution thickness.

The values corresponding to melanin volume fraction measured by the two modalities were comparable and followed a similar trend for the non-sun-exposed area (volar upper arm), as shown in Fig. (6). However, for the sun-exposed area (dorsal forearm) melanin volume fraction values measured by MPM did not correlate with the skin type and did not follow a similar trend with the values measured by SFDS. For the sun-exposed area (dorsal forearm), the values of melanin volume fraction for skin types I and II measured by MPM were higher compared to the values measured by SFDS. While Sec. 3.1.1 includes some explanation for the relatively elevated melanin concentration in lighter skin types observed by MPM, there are other differences between these modalities that may bias this concentration determination that are worthy of further discussion. Although MPM and SFDS both measure the optical properties of tissue, the spatial scale that each technique accesses differs somewhat between the two approaches. Thus, the specific manner in which melanin contrast manifests is different between the two techniques. For example, MPM quantifies the concentration and distribution of melanin by recording high-resolution three-dimensional images of melanin TPEF. Although selective wavelength excitation and background suppression minimize contributions from other fluorophores, these effects could impact the accuracy of our estimates. Additionally, fluorescence re-absorption by melanin in highly pigmented skin might lead to underestimates by MPM.

In contrast, the concentration and volume fraction of melanin determined using SFDS employs the melanin extinction coefficient spectrum reported by Jacques and McAuliffe. This extinction coefficient spectrum is simply reported as that of melanin. In fact, melanin in tissue typically contains contributions from both pheomelanin and eumelanin, which may vary slightly in concentration in relation to one another on both an intersubject and intrasubject basis. The pure forms of these melanin sub-types differ from one another in terms of spectral shape (most notably in the visible), thus the measured SFDS spectrum is likely to differ slightly from the melanin chromophore spectrum.

A second major difference in these methods is that MPM determines melanin volume fraction over a smaller volume than that interrogated by SFDS. The fields of view used by MPM in this study span ~115 × 115 μm². Given that the thicknesses over which melanin is distributed are ~50 μm, MPM uses only a volume of 0.0007 mm³ to estimate volume fraction. As shown in Fig. 1, distributions of melanin over this field of view can be quite heterogeneous, particularly in the cases of skin type I where freckling may be present. SFDS, by comparison, collects light from tissue over a large spot size ~1 mm in diameter. This results in an estimated volume of interrogation of at least ~0.04 mm³ around where the melanin is distributed. SFDS measurements, therefore, have ~50-fold greater volume averaging of melanin concentration from tissue.

Despite the potential sources of error and measurement bias from each optical modality, the linear fit of melanin concentration of all skin types and locations describes a line that nearly has a slope of 1 (0.8) and an intercept near zero (~0.3%) [Fig. 8(a)]. This indicates that there is a ~20% underestimation of melanin by SFDS relative to the values calculated by MPM. We believe this is consistent with the fact that the total volume of the melanin layer is defined by each modality in a slightly different way. SFDS uses a two-layer model that assumes a homogeneous distribution within the segmented tissue layer, while MPM only considers the volume where melanin exists within the tissue. In this case, MPM defines a slightly smaller volume (~10%–20%) and hence reports a commensurately higher melanin concentration.

Regarding the epidermal and melanin distribution thickness, for more heavily pigmented skin (IV-VI), there was an observed correlation between pigmentation and estimated melanin distribution thickness in the SFDS data that were not evident in the MPM measurements (Fig. 7). Additionally, the depths obtained using SFDS were approximately 2–3 times larger than those measured using MPM. These differences stem from how thickness is defined in the spectroscopic layered model. Determination of melanin distribution thickness in the current spectroscopic method is based on optical path length estimators rather than anatomic thickness. In this case, the distances reported here reflect the mean distance photons travel through each region of tissue. Because of multiple light scattering, this is a tortuous path rather than just a straight line.

This effect is enhanced due to the fact that melanin has a significant scattering cross section due to its packaging in high-index, micron-dimension melanosomes. Therefore, the “optical thickness” would not only be a greater distance than just a straight line through tissue, but it would also significantly increase in the presence of: (1) an increase in melanin concentration and (2) an increased volume of melanin distribution. As shown by our MPM results, both of these conditions are present in the darker skin types. Here, melanin will significantly increase epidermal light scattering, and hence increase the effective path length described by light transport models.

Apart from the differences discussed above that mainly stem from the two modalities probing different spatial scales, there was a strong correlation between the results measured by the two techniques (Fig. 8). These data suggest that SFDS data
are capable of correlating, in vivo, the average concentration and distribution of melanin to within ∼15% and tens of microns, respectively. Data also show the potential of the two techniques to be used individually and/or in combination to assess the concentration and distribution/death of melanin in human skin. The ability to quantify these parameters across spatial scales can play a critical role in advancing our understanding of the distribution and organization of melanin in tissue, specifically in the case of noninvasively measuring its progression into dermal tissue, as well as guide and inform therapies.

While there are spatial scales where quantitative optical information from both MPM and SFDS overlap, they are complementary technologies. MPM provides subcellular resolution and structural detail. In addition to quantifying the volume fraction and depth resolved distribution of melanin, MPM can visualize and quantify many other properties, such as cellular structure and organization, collagen, elastin, keratin, and so on. MPM is, however, limited in penetration depth to a few hundred microns beneath the surface and has a small field of view.

SFDS may have relatively limited spatial resolution; however, it can image and report functional information (hemoglobin, lipids, water, and so on.) from deeper tissues, such as the dermis and subcutaneous fat, in addition to characterizing and isolating the effects of melanin. Macroscale spectroscopic techniques may never match all of the spatial and depth sectioning capabilities of microscopy, but they typically hold a few distinct advantages in terms of clinical translation and use: (1) wide field imaging, (2) acquisition speed, and (3) cost. As a wide-field imaging approach, SFDS is an inherently scalable modality in terms of field of view. In its current implementation, it is a single point spectroscopy instrument, but this approach has the capability to scale its field of view through multiplexing the detection channel or multispectral imaging through the use of discrete spectral wavelengths at the source.

5 Conclusions
We have, for the first time, demonstrated the correlation between in vivo cutaneous melanin as measured microscopically using MPM and macroscopically using SFDS. MPM provides detailed structural images at the cellular level to the upper dermis; SFDS can provide quantitative layer-averaged content from the epidermis and dermis up to depths of ∼5 mm. Measurements were made using both techniques across a broad range of skin pigmentation. Despite significant differences in sampling volume and depth between the two methods, statistical correlations (0.8895 for melanin concentration, 0.8131 for thickness distribution) demonstrate that the data collected by these two modalities intersect at a spatial scale relevant to the structure of skin. Because SFDS offers wide fields of view and enhanced tissue penetration depth, our results suggest that spectroscopic approaches could be rapidly and effectively translated to the clinic as low-cost noninvasive screening tools to independently assess melanin concentration and invasiveness.
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